
Ab initio DFT, relation between the energy of a nuleus and the density at its enterBertrand Giraud∗Institut de Physique Théorique, Centre d'Etudes de SalayBrue Barrett†Physis Dept, University of ArizonaJaume Carbonell‡IRFU, Centre d'Etudes de SalayWorkshop of the Espae de Struture Nuléaire ThéoriqueMarh 23-April 13, 2012o�ial talks April 11 CEA/SPhN, Orme des Merisiers, build. 703, room 135, F-91191Gif-sur-Yvette CedexI. SCIENTIFIC ISSUEDespite its great empirial suess, the nulear density funtional theory (NDFT) faes at least four fundamentaldi�ulties. Indeed,i) Any orret theory of a density funtional derives from energy minimization under onstraints(s) and it is wellknown that minimizations under onstraint neessarily imply strit onavity. However, many irregularities in thetable of experimental nulear ground state energies violate the average onavity of the valley of stability. This basiontradition, namely that a onave theory annot aurately �t non onave data, demands a ure. Explaining theontradition and o�ering a ure make a main motivation for this proposal.ii) The most obvious onstraints to be satis�ed for a NDFT solution are proper values of the partile numbers Z and
N and a onsiderable e�ort has been dediated to the problem of partile number projetion ; in partiular, �transitiondensity funtionals� have reeived muh attention. However, if the projetion remains approximate, there are residual�utuations ∆Z, ∆N, the order of magnitude of whih may remain unontrolled. Suh �utuations may mix energiesof neighboring nulei, and absurd energies might be obtained in the presene of energy onvexities. At stake is theempirial laim that there an exist universal parameters for a universal NDF. The proposed workshop will disussthis and propose a solution.iii) Most present NDF alulations are either two- or three-dimensional, if only to obtain deformed solutions. Thisraises an angular projetion problem, similar to the projetion of Z and N, with similar tehnial osts for �transitiondensities�. It was shown a few years ago, however, that a density funtional for a deformed intrinsi state woulddepend on the angular momentum. This destroys the possibility of �universality�. Fortunately, it was also shown thatthe NDFT an be rigorously redued to a 1-dimensional theory of radial, salar density pro�les, valid for all nulei,whether odd, or doubly even, or doubly odd. In that radial theory (RDFT), �universality� beomes again possible andthis will be explained.iv) The distintion between �density funtional theory in the laboratory� and �internal density funtional theory� is wellunderstood, but there remain di�ulties in the latter, beause of the implementation of enter-of-mass orrelations.A omparison between both approahes would be useful and will be part of the disussions.We therefore propose the organisation of a workshop to i) larify suh basi questions and ii) take advantage of itto reate a task group to implement a �rst, elementary but realisti, fully rigorous alulation.
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2For the sake of simpliity at �rst, this fully rigorous alulation an onsist in onstraining the density of a lightnuleus (the α partile) at its enter only, in a spherial formalism. The hoie of suh a light nuleus obviouslyimplements simpliity, but furthermore allows more �exat� alulations with more �realisti� fores. And it learlymakes an easy ase for the radial density theory. Last but not least, it allows an easy veri�ation of the onavityof the energy with respet to the onstraint. Hene, as explained just below, a ollaboration is being set betweenolleagues having experiene in i) the few body problem, ii) shell model alulations with realisti fores, and iii) theroles of symmetries for the NDFT.The physis department at the university of Arizona in Tuson has a ode whih generates an antisymmetrized basisof wave funtions, φi(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ3, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4), for the three Jaobi oordinates of an α partile. Here, in an obviousnotation, the Jaobi oordinates read, ~ξ1 = ~r2 − ~r1, ~ξ2 = ~r3 − (~r1 + ~r2)/2, ~ξ3 = ~r4 − (~r1 + ~r2 + ~r3)/3, and σ1, ... σ4denote the nuleon spins. Isospin labels are understood in the following. It is also understood that this basis induesonly real numbers in the following pratial alulations.Realisti interations are available to us, of whih the matrix elements an be expressed in a harmoni osillatorbasis. This is the ase, in partiular, for alulations relating to the no ore shell model [1℄.The Hamiltonian matrixelements that we shall use, Hij = 〈φi|H |φj〉, are real numbers on our basis.Similar tools are also available at Salay, if only through the strong experiene of J. Carbonell with detailedalulations of three- and four-body systems [2℄.If the dimension N of the basis is big enough, the diagonalization of the orresponding matrix, HN ,provides a good desription of the α partile. Con�guration mixing oe�ients, ci, i = 1, ..., N, then de-�ne the ground state as, ψ0 =
∑

i ci φi, and one an de�ne a density pro�le of this nuleus bythe integral and sum, ρ(~ξ) = 4
∑

σ1,...,σ4

∫
d~ξ1d~ξ2 |ψ0(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ, σ1, ..., σ4)|

2. More generally, one an de-�ne a �one-body� density matrix in Jaobi and spin spae by the integral and sum, ρ̄(~ξ, ~ξ′, σ, σ′) =

4
∑

σ1,σ2,σ3

∫
d~ξ1d~ξ2 ψ0(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ)ψ0(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ

′, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ
′). We reall here that the last Jaobi oordinatealso reads, ~ξ3 = 4/3 (~r4 − ~R), where ~R = (~r1 + ~r2 + ~r3 + ~r4)/4 is the enter-of-mass oordinate. Hene, exept forthe sale oe�ient 4/3 or its reiproal 3/4, the degrees of freedom, ~ξ3 and (~r4 − ~R), refer to the same information,namely the motion of a nuleon with respet to the total enter of mass.Temporarily, we are only interested in the density at the nulear enter, ρ0 =

∑N

ij=1
ci Mij cj , where the matrix

M is made up of the elements, Mij = 4
∑

σ1,...,σ4

∫
d~ξ1d~ξ2 φi(~ξ1, ~ξ2, 0, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)φj(~ξ1, ~ξ2, 0, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4). A leargeneralization reads, M̄ij(~ξ, ~ξ

′, σ, σ′) = 4
∑

σ1,σ2,σ3

∫
d~ξ1d~ξ2 φi(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ)φj(~ξ1, ~ξ2, ~ξ

′, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ
′), but wewill not need it in the ontext of the present proposal.The knowledge of both matries H and M then allows the study of energy minimization under density onstraint,using the diagonalization of the matrix, (H + λM − εI), where λ is a Lagrange multiplier and I denotes the identitymatrix. This leads to a polynomial equation, of total order N in ε and λ,

0 = P (ε, λ) ≡ det(H + λM − εI). (1)Given λ, the lowest root, ε(λ), de�nes the onstrained ground state, ψλ, with its mixing oe�ients, ci(λ), its energy,
η =

∑
ij ci(λ)Hijcj(λ), and its enter density, ρ0 =

∑
ij ci(λ)Mijcj(λ).It is well established that the plot of this lowest branh, ε(λ), is onvex and that the plot of its Legendre transform,

η(ρ0), is onave. It is also trivial that the following properties hold, ε = η + λρ0, dε/dλ = ρ0, and dη/dρ0 = −λ.Obviously, the urvature of the latter plot, η(ρ0), at its minimum with λ = 0, desribes the ompressibility.Aording to the property, dε/dλ = ρ0, one takes advantage of Eq. (1) to obtain ρ0 from,
0 = Q(ε, λ, ρ0) ≡

∂P

∂ε
ρ0 +

∂P

∂λ
. (2)This reates a seond polynomial equation in terms of ε, λ, ρ0, and atually, one ε is replaed by (η+λρ0), these twoequations, P = 0, Q = 0, beome equations in terms of η, λ, ρ0. A straightforward elimination of λ between P and Qleaves a resolvent polynomial equation,

R(ρ0, η) = 0, (3)the order of whih turns out to be N(N−1). This result is a most simple, ab initio [3℄ derivation of a relation betweendensity and energy. If the number of onstraints is inreased for densities along a full mesh, an ab initio DFT obtains.It an be stressed that this �rst alulation is fully ompatible with the four priniples, stated above, of rigor for aNDFT and is a �rst step towards generalizations.



3II. GOALS OF THE WORKSHOPBesides a full day, dediated to explanations of the problems i) to iv), debates about their solutions and the set upof pratial alulations, a goal of this proposal is the onstitution of a working group of theorists to1. alulate HN and MN (subsript N introdued here to speify the basis dimension) for various embedded basissubspaes with inreasing dimension N,2. obtain the orresponding polynomials PN , QN , RN ; in ase of numerial di�ulties, obtain at least the onstrai-ned ground state properties ε, ρ0, η, upon letting λ evolve in a neighborhood of the physial value, λ = 0,3. attempt for various values N a Taylor or Padé representation of the ground state branh, η(ρ0), and, naturally,ompare suh representations.This work for a nuleus as light as the α partile is a �rst step towards more ambitious ones for heavier nulei. Butit already helps in evaluating serious questions, suh as,- the nature of the onstraint ; while it is obviously a positive de�nite operator, it an be unbounded from above,maybe reating di�ulties if λ < 0,- the slow or fast numerial onvergene of the plot of η(ρ0), as a funtion of the dimension N, towards a limit plot,- the mathematial relation between a polynomial RN and a polynomial RN+1; this would illustrate onvergenebetter than just numerial evidene.If only for suh preliminary results, the next step of this onstrutive theory, for a heavier nuleus, demanding ashell model representation with enter-of-mass trapping rather than Jaobi oordinates hene large values of matrixdimension N, would be easier attempted and more realisti estimates of the ompressibilty ould be trusted.Another extension onstrains the energy by more than one value of the density : for instane one an add a onstraintin the surfae region ; the question of surfae energy is very sensitive, see for instane the gradient terms used in EDFT.An ultimate goal of the theory is, naturally, to verify how results for light nulei extrapolate and/or generalize forheavier ones, namely whether universality with respet to partile number an be obtained. The onavity [4℄ propertyof the present onstrutive theory is an essential ally for an attempt at universality.III. USEFUL REFERENCES1 P. Navrátil, J.P. Vary, and B.R. Barrett, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 5728 (2000) ; Phys. Rev. C 62 054311 (2000) ; P.Navrátil, S. Quaglioni, I. Stetu, and B.R. Barrett, J. Phys.G 36 083101 (2009)2 R. Lazauskas, J. Carbonell, Phys. Rev C70 (2004) 044002 ; nul-th/040803 B.G. Giraud and S. Karataglidis, Phys.Lett.B 703 88 (2011)4 B.R. Barrett, B.G. Giraud, B.K. Jennings and N. Toberg, Nul. Phys. A 828 267 (2009)IV. LIST OF POTENTIAL SPEAKERSAt present, the working group motivated by this subjet, with a possible partiipation in numerial alula-tions, involves : B.R. Barrett (U-Ariz), R. Carbonell (IRFU-Salay), B.G. Giraud (IPhT-Salay), S. Karataglidis(U-Johanesburg), M. Kruse (U-Ariz) and J. Messud. First meetings of the group are planned for the period betweenabout Marh 23 and April 13 in the framework of ENST at Salay. The presene of B.B., J.C., B.G. is sure. Thepresene of M. Kruse is muh less sure, beause of the possibility of a position opening at that time, but a short visitis not exluded. Finally, beause of other duties, the presene of S. Karataglidis and J. Messud will be about one week.Besides private disussions, about six talks, one hour eah, with 15 additional minutes for disussion, are planned :� B. Barrett (bbarrett�physis.arizona.edu) title : The no ore interation� J. Carbonell (jaume.arbonell�ea.fr) title : How to alulate the nulear wave-funtion of helium 4� B. Giraud (bertrand.giraud�ea.fr) title : Impat on the DFT of the symmetries of the Hamiltonian, universality,Kohn-Sham potentials, speial polynomials, all that� S. Karataglidis (stevenka�uj.a.za) title : Polynomial method to relate energy to onstraint(s)� J. Messud (jeremie.messud�aquitaine.fr) title : Implementing enter-of-mass orrelations in a DF� G. Ripka (georges.ripka��ea.fr) title : Rigorous diagrammati formulation of a DF



4V. SHORT-TERM VISITORSBarrett will stay at the ESNT for three weeks, starting Marh 26 after a �rst week (Marh 19-23) for a FUSTIPENollaboration at GANIL. Kruse most likely will not ome this time. Karataglidis and Messud will ome one week.VI. PROGRAMTehnial disussions start on Friday Marh 23. Every interested outsider is welome. Contat either B. G. (bggi-raud�yahood.fr) or J. C. (jaume.arbonell�ea.fr). O�ial talks on Wednesday April 11.09h00-09h15 Welome09h15-10h15 Barrett ; 10h15-10h30 Disussion10h30-10h45 Break10h45-11h45 Carbonell ; 11h45-12h00 Disussion12h00-12h45 Giraud ; 12h45-13h00 Disussion13h00-14h00 Lunh14h00-15h00 Karataglidis ; 15h00-15h15 Disussion15h15-16h15 Messud ; 16h15-16h30 Disussion16h30-16h45 Break16h45-17h45 Ripka ; 17h45-18h Disussion18h00 End


